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Extended Abstract. Hodkinson [1] solved a problem of Monk [2] by constructing an atomic
representable relation algebra B ∈ RRA whose completion C is not representable. Since RRA is
a variety and C is not in RRA, there must be an equation ε that holds in RRA but fails in C.
The subalgebra A of C generated by the finitely many values assigned to the variables occurring
in ε is not representable because it too fails to satisfy ε. A is an example of a finitely-generated
relation algebra that is a subalgebra of the non-representable completion of an atomic RRA.
What relation algebras can occur as A? We show that every finite Monk algebra with six or
more colors is such an algebra.

A Monk algebra is any atomic symmetric integral relation algebra A obtained by splitting
from some E23

q with 4 ≤ q ∈ ω. E23
q is the finite symmetric integral relation algebra with q atoms

such that if a, b are distinct diversity atoms then a;b = 0, and a;a = a. A is obtained from E23
q

by splitting if E23
q ⊆ A, every atom x of A is contained in an atom c(x) of E23

q , and for all
atoms x, y of A, if x, y ≤ 0, then

x;y =

{
c(x);c(y) · 0, if x 6= y

c(x);c(y) if x = y.

The q − 1 diversity atoms of the subalgebra E23
q ⊆ A are called the colors of A.

From an arbitrary finite symmetric integral relation algebra A and its subalgebra E we con-
struct a complete atomic algebra CE(A) and let B be the subalgebra of CE(A) generated by the
atoms of CE(A). This construction and its properties are the main contribution of this paper.
In particular, every finitely-generated subalgebra of CE(A) is finite. When 7 ≤ q < ω and A is
a Monk algebra obtained from E23

q , there is a subalgebra E ⊆ E23
q ⊆ A such that

• B is a countable, atomic, symmetric, integral relation algebra generated by its atoms,
• CE(A) and B have the same atom structure,
• CE(A) is isomorphic to the complex algebra of the atom structure of B,
• CE(A) is the completion of B,
• there is a subalgebra A′ ⊆ CE(A) with A′ ∼= A,
• every finitely generated subalgebra of B is finite,
• B is representable,
• B is not completely representable,
• CE(A) is not representable,
• CE(A) is isomorphic to the relation algebraic reduct of a complete atomic q-dimensional

cylindric algebra Ca (Bq(CE(A))) ∈ CAq such that Ca (Bq(CE(A))) /∈ SNrqCAq+1.
Thus the atom-generated subalgebra B of the complete atomic relation algebra CE(A) is an
atomic symmetric integral representable relation algebra with finite finitely-generated subalge-
bras whose completion CE(A) contains a copy of the Monk algebra A.
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